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INTRODUCTION
This document describes how to implement security best practices in a Niagara 4 system. While it is impossible
to make any system completely impenetrable, there are many ways to build up a system that is more resilient
to attacks. This document describes best practice to make Niagara 4 system more secure by carefully configuring and implementing correct security features.
Following are security features implemented in Niagara 4 system:
•

Password Management

•

System Passphrase

•

Platform Account Management

•

Station Account Management

•

Role and Permission Management

•

Authentication

•

TLS and Certificate Management

•

Module Installation

•

Additional Settings

•

External Factors

Note: These features implemented to protect your Niagara 4 system from vulnerability or security breach, these
features do not constitute a magic formula. Many factors affect security infrastructure of the system, one area
can be more affect security breach another doesn’t, you need to configure the system correctly and carefully.

OS Number (SKU)

31-00207-02

Description

WEB-C3036EPUBNH

Honeywell CIPer - IP controller with 3 universal inputs, 6 Binary Outputs,
3 Universal I/O and HOA switches

WEB-C3036EPVBNH

Honeywell CIPer - IP controller with 3 universal inputs, 6 Binary Outputs,
3 Universal I/O, VAV airflow sensor and HOA switches

WEB-O9056H

IO module with 9 universal inputs, 6 Binary Outputs, 5 Universal I/O and
HOA switches

WEB-O3022H

IO module with 3 universal inputs, 2 Binary Outputs, 2 Universal I/O and
HOA switches
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Other Related Documents
•

CIPer 30 Expansion IO Installation Instruction - 31-00319

•

CIPer 30 Expansion IO Product Data - 31-00239

•

CIPer Model 30 Installation and Operation Guide - 31-00206

•

CIPer Model 30 Installation Instruction - 31-00183

•

CIPer Model 30 Product Data - 31-00236EFS

•

CIPer Model 30 System Engineering User Guide - 31-00237

•

CIPer Model 30 Quick Setup Guide

•

Software Release Bulletins

•

Niagara 4 Installation Guide

For more details about CIPer Model 30 controller, refer The Honeywell Buildings Forum.
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PASSWORD MANAGEMENT
The Niagara 4 system typically uses passwords to authenticate users’ credentials of a station or platform. It is
particularly important to handle passwords correctly. If an attacker acquires a user’s password, they can gain
access to the system and have the same permissions as that user. In the worst case, an attacker might gain
access to a Super User account or platform account and the entire system could be compromised.
Here are some of the features that you can implement to secure your passwords in a Niagara 4 system:
•

Use the Password Strength Feature

•

Enable the Account Lockout Feature

•

Password Expiration Interval

•

Use the Password History

•

Use the Password Reset Feature

•

Leave the Remember These Credentials Box Unchecked

Use Password Strength Feature
Many of the configurable authentication features in Niagara 4 support the notion of authenticating users with
a password, but not all passwords are equally effective. Ensuring that users are choosing good, strong passwords is essential to securing a Niagara 4 system that uses password-based authentication schemes.
In Niagara 4, password strength is enforced by the Password Strength property on the authentication scheme
Global Password Configuration property and the required password strength can be customized to meet the
needs of each system.
By default, passwords are required to be at least 10 characters in length, and contain at least 1 digit, 1 uppercase and 1 lowercase character. At the time of the writing of this document, this is the recommended industry
standard for most applications. However, systems with higher security requirements can configure the “Password Strength” property to require a password strength that meets their needs.
Note: Password strength can be increased, it is recommended not reduced password strength.

To change password strength
1. Navigate to the Station > Config > Service > AuthenticationService property sheet
2. Expand the Authentication Schemes folder and then expand the authentication scheme that you want
to change.
3. Navigate to the Global Password Configuration property, expand the Password Strength property,
and edit the fields as appropriate.

31-00207-02
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Figure 1: Property Sheet of AuthenticationService
4. Save the changes.
Note:
This does not force a user whose password no longer meets the password strength requirement to change their
passwords. If that user changes their password after the password strength requirements are modified, their new
password must meet the new requirements.
Stronger Passwords
Even with good password strength requirements, there are some passwords that are stronger than others. It is
important to educate users on password strength. Password strength requirements are not sufficient to ensure
that strong passwords are used.
For example, Password10 satisfies all the requirements, but is a weak and easily hackable password. When
creating a password, follow the guidelines in Appendix A: Creating Strong Passwords That Are Actually Strong
to help you generate stronger passwords.

Enable Account Lockout Feature
The account lockout feature allows the Niagara 4 to lock out a user account after a specified number of failed
login attempts. That user is not able to log back in to the station until the lockout is removed. This helps protect
the Niagara 4 system against attackers trying to guess or brute force the users’ passwords.
Note: Account Lock Out feature is enabled by default.
If Account Lock Out feature it not enabled, you can enable it manually as described below.

To enable Account Lock Out feature
1. Navigate to the Station > Config > Service > UserService property sheet.
2. Set the Lock Out Enabled property to true.

7
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Figure 2: Property Sheet of UserService
3. Adjust the other lockout properties, as necessary.
•

Lock Out Period: This determines how long the user is locked out for. Even short periods (for example, 10 seconds) can be quite effective at blocking the brute force attacks without inconveniencing users. However, more sensitive systems may warrant a longer lockout period.

•

Max Bad Logins Before Lock Out: This determines how many login failures are required before
locking out the user.

•

Lock Out Window: The user is only locked out if the specified number of login failures occurs within
the time set in the Lock Out Window. This helps separate suspicious activity. For example, 10 login
failures attempt in a few seconds from normal usage or 10 login failures attempt over a year.

4. Save the changes.

Password Expiration Interval
In Niagara 4, user passwords can be set to expire after a specified duration, or on a specific date. This ensures
that old passwords are not kept around indefinitely. If an attacker acquires a password, it is only useful to them
until the password is changed. Expiration settings are configured on authentication schemes Global Password
Configuration property sheets as well as on individual user properties.

To configure password expiration interval
1. Navigate to the Station > Config > Service > AuthenticationService property sheet.
2. Navigate to the Authentication Schemes folder and locate the required authentication scheme.
3. Expand the Global Password Configuration and configure the expiration interval.
•

Expiration Interval: This property setting determines how long a password is used before it needs
to be changed. The default is 365 days. You should change this to a lower value; ninety days is
standard for many situations.
Note:
You must also set individual user password expiration dates (See Password Expiration: Edit Users
Dialog Box).

31-00207-02
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•

Warning Period: Users are notified when their password is about to expire. The Warning Period
specifies how far in advance the user is notified. Fifteen days generally gives the user enough time
to change their password.

Figure 3: Property Sheet of AuthenticationService
4. Save the changes.

Edit Users Dialog Box
Password expiration may also be enabled for each user. If enabled on a user, the setting on the user takes
precedence over the authentication scheme password expiration configuration. Once the password expires,
the configuration on the user's authentication scheme is applied.
This property is available, by user, from the UserService property sheet but it may be more conveniently configured from the User Manager view, as described below:
To enable user password expiration, do the following:
1. Navigate to Station > Config > Service > UserService, and select User Manager view,
2. In the User Manager view, select one or more users and click Edit to open the Edit dialog box.

Figure 4: User Manager View
3. Select the Expires On option for the Password Expiration option and set the expiration date at least 15
days into the future or perhaps equal to what you set for the Password Configuration Warning Period
property.
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Note:
The default user Password Expiration property value is Never Expires. To create new users with expiring
passwords enabled, set the Password Configuration Expiration property (UserService > User Prototypes
> Default Prototype > Password Configuration) to Expires On under the Default Prototype, but be sure
to set the Expires On date for each user.
You can set the Expires On date to an arbitrary date far enough into the future that the user will likely
have logged into the system before expiring and also set the Force Reset At Next Login to true so the
user is forced to change their password on first login. This would then get their expiration in sync.
4. Save the changes. The next time the user changes their password, the expiration date is automatically
updated to the UserService Expiration Interval added to the current date and time.

Use Password History
In Niagara 4, authentication features can be configured to remember users previously used passwords. This
password history is used to ensure that, when a user changes his password, he or she does not choose a previously used password. Much like the password expiration feature, the password history helps prevent users from
using passwords indefinitely. The default setting of 2 should always be changed to a reasonable number for
your system.
Note:
Password histories are tied to authentication schemes. Therefore, users with more sensitive accounts can
have stronger authentication schemes with longer password histories.

To configure the password history
1. Navigate to the Station > Config > Service > AuthenticationService property sheet.
2. Navigate to the Authentication Schemes folder and find the Authentication Scheme whose password
history you want to modify.
3. Expand the Global Password Configuration property.

31-00207-02
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Figure 5: Property Sheet of AuthenticationService
4. Set the Password History Length property to a non-zero value. This determines how many passwords
are remembered.
Note: The maximum password history length is 10.

Use Password Reset Feature
In Niagara 4, you can force users to reset their password. This is particularly useful when creating a new user.
The first time the users log in, they can create a new password known only to that user. The password reset
feature is also useful to ensure that a new password policy is enforced for all users. For example, if a station is
changed to require strong passwords, the existing passwords may not conform to the password policy. Forcing
users to reset their passwords will ensure that after logging in to the station, their password conforms to the
rules.

To reset password
1. Navigate to the user’s property sheet view.
2. Expand the Password Configuration property.
3. Set the Force Reset At Next Login property to true.

Figure 6: Property Sheet View
4. The next time the user logs in they will be prompted to reset their password, as shown below. The user
cannot access the station until resetting the password.

11
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Figure 7: Reset password Window
5. To create new users with the Force Reset At Next Login property automatically set to true, verify that
the Force Reset At Next Login property is set to true on the Default Prototype.

Leave Remember These Credentials Box Unchecked
When logging in to a Niagara 4 system via workbench, the login dialog includes a checkbox to Remember these
credentials. When checked, workbench remembers the credentials and uses them to automatically fill in the
login dialog box the next time the user tries to log in.

Figure 8: Authentication Window
This option is provided for convenience. However, it is important to be aware that, if the box is checked, anyone
with access to that workbench can log in using those credentials. For highly sensitive systems, privileged accounts, or unsecure computers, you should always leave the box unchecked.
Note:
In Niagara 4, there is the Allow User Credential Caching property on the General tab in the Workbench Options dialog box (Tools > Options) which defaults to true. If you set that property to false, it prevents a user
from being able to even select the Remember these credentials check box in the login dialog.

31-00207-02
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SYSTEM PASSPHRASE
Niagara 4 uses a system passphrase to help protect the various sensitive data in a Niagara 4 system. This can
include user passwords, Kerberos key tab files, backups, and so on. To protect them, the data are encrypted
using the system passphrase. The system passphrase is not associated with a user; it is used by the system to
encrypt files. Because the passphrase is known by a human user, the data can be moved to another unit and
decrypted there, provided the new system is provided with the correct system passphrase.
Because it is used to protect sensitive data, the system passphrase is also considered sensitive and should be
protected. This section describes the various steps to take to keep your system passphrase safe.
•

Change the Default System Passphrase

•

Use TLS To Set the System Passphrase

•

Choose a Strong System Passphrase

•

Protect the System Passphrase

•

Ensure Platform Owner Knows the System Passphrase

Change Default System Passphrase
Each CIPer Model 30 is shipped with a default system passphrase, niagara. When commissioning a new CIPer
Model 30, you should always change the system passphrase from the default to some new, unique passphrase.
Default values are typically well known and leaving the system passphrase at the default value leaves your sensitive data open to attack.

To change the system passphrase
1. Open a platform connection and navigate to the Platform Administration view.
2. Click System Passphrase.

13
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Figure 9: Platform Administration View
3. Enter the old system passphrase and new system passphrase and confirm. The system passphrase
must contain at least 10 characters, 1 digit, 1 lower case character, and 1 upper case character.
Note:
You can easily tell if you are still using the default passphrase by going to the Platform Administration view.
If you are using the default passphrase, a yellow warning box is displayed in the bottom right indicating the
problem.

Use TLS to Set System Passphrase
The system passphrase protects sensitive data; it must be protected. One way an attacker can attempt to acquire the system passphrase is by sniffing network traffic: although the password is sent across in encrypted
format, it is sent in a clear text wrapper indicating that this is a password reset message.
Using TLS adds additional protection by encrypting the whole communication - an attacker wouldn't be able
to tell which message a password is reset.

Choose Strong System Passphrase
The system passphrase is used to protect important data. Thus, a strong passphrase should be selected. The
system enforces the following passphrase requirements (see below):
31-00207-02
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•

At least 10 characters long

•

At least 1 digit

•

At least 1 lower case character

•

At least 1 upper case character

Figure 10: Error Dialog Box
It is important to note that passphrase strength requirements are not sufficient to ensure that strong passphrases are used. See
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APPENDIX A: CREATING STRONG PASSWORDS THAT ARE ACTUALLY STRONG for guidelines on creating
strong passwords.
Protect System Passphrase
In addition to picking a strong system passphrase, users should take care to protect the system passphrase.
The passphrase should not be written down or placed on a sticky note on the CIPer Model 30. If forgetting the
passphrase is truly a concern, it should be recorded in a proper key management system or written down and
locked away in a truly secure location (e.g. a safe).

Ensure Platform Owner Knows System Passphrase
When installing a Niagara 4 system, it's not uncommon for the installer to be a different person than the owner
or user of the platform. For example, many people hire system integrators to set up their Niagara 4 system. In
these situations, it is important that once the system integrator is done, they provide the system owner with the
system passphrase. The system owner should then change the system passphrase to something known only
to them. This has several advantages:
•

If something happens and a CIPer Model 30 can no longer be restored, a backup of the system can be
restored to another device, but only if the system password is known. If the original system integrator
cannot be brought back in, and the system owner doesn't know the password, their backups cannot be
restored to a new CIPer Model 30.

•

The data protected by the system passphrase belongs to the system owner, and ideally should be protected by something only they know. This improves confidentiality of their data.

31-00207-02
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PLATFORM ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
Platform accounts are highly sensitive accounts that can allow a user to modify or bring down the system.
These platform accounts must be protected to maintain the confidentiality, integrity and availability of your
Niagara 4 system.
This section describes steps that can be taken to secure your platform accounts:
•

Use a Different Account for Each Platform User

•

Use Unique Account Names for Each Project

•

Ensure Platform Owner Knows the Platform Credentials

Use Different Account for Each Platform User
In a Niagara 4 system, multiple platform users can be created for a CIPer Model 30. Each platform user account
should represent a single user. Different people should never share the same account. For example, rather than
a general PlatformAdmin user that many administrators can use, each administrator should have their own,
separate account.
There are many reasons for each platform user to have their own individual account:
•

If each user has their own account, audit logs will be more informative. It will be easy to determine exactly
which user did what. This can help detect if an account has been compromised. In the example below, it is
easy to determine which changes were made by the user “jace,” and which were made by the user “TheCaptain.”

Figure 11: System Log for Platform on Dialog Box
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Note:
Not all platform audit entries include the users who performed the action, but it is still a good idea to have a
separate account for each user.
•

If an account is removed, it does not inconvenience many users. For example, if a user should no longer
have access to a station, deleting their individual account is simple. If it is a shared account, the only options
are to change the password and notify all users, or to delete the account and notify all users. Leaving the
account as-is is not an option – the goal is to revoke the user’s access.

•

A shared account means a shared password. It is an extremely bad security practice to share passwords. It
makes it much more likely for the password to be leaked, and makes it more difficult to implement certain
password best practices, such as password expiration. Each different user should have a unique individual
account.
Note:
Platform accounts are highly sensitive accounts. Malicious access to the platform can completely compromise the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the platform. Therefore, you should only have a few authorized platform users, each of which should have their own unique account.

To create a new platform account
1. Open a platform connection to a CIPer Model 30 programming model and click User Accounts.

Figure 12: Platform Administration Screen
2. Click New User. In the New User window that pops up, enter the new user’s username and password.
You can optionally provide a comment that is shown in clear text in the platform user management
dialog.

31-00207-02
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Figure 13: Manage Platform Daemon Users Window
3.

Click OK.

Use Unique Account Names for Each Project
It is a common (bad) practice that some system integrators often use the exact same platform credentials on
every project they install. If one system is compromised, the attacker could potentially have credentials for access to many other projects installed by the same contractor.

Ensure Platform Owner Knows Platform Credentials
When installing a Niagara 4 system, it's not uncommon for the installer to be a different person than the owner
or user of the platform. For example, many people hire system integrators to set up their Niagara 4 system. In
these situations, it is important that once the system integrator is done, they provide the system owner with the
platform credentials. The system owner should then change the platform credentials to something known only
to them. This has several advantages:
•

If a platform connection is required (e.g. for an update), but the original system integrator cannot be
brought back in, the system owner can still perform the update, either themselves or using a new system
integrator.

•

The Niagara system and its data typically belong to the system owner, and ideally should be protected by
something only they know. This improves confidentiality of their data.

19
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STATION ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
A Niagara 4 station has accounts, represented by users in the UserService. It is important that these accounts
are properly managed. Failure to do so can make it easier for an attacker to penetrate the system or make it
more difficult to detect that an attack has occurred.
Some steps to help correctly manage user accounts are listed below.
•

Use a Different Account for Each Station User

•

Use Unique Service Type Accounts for Each Project

•

Disable Known Accounts When Possible

•

Set Up Temporary Accounts to Expire Automatically

•

Change System Type Account Credentials

•

Disallow Concurrent Sessions When Appropriate

Use Different Account for Each Station User
Each user account in the UserService should represent a single user. Different people should never share the
same account. For example, rather than a general “managers” user that many managers can use, each manager should have their own, separate account.
There are many reasons for each user to have their own individual account:
•

If each user has their own account, audit logs are more informative. It becomes easy to determine exactly
which user did what. This can help detect if an account has been compromised. In the example below, it is
easy to determine which changes are made by the user “admin”, and which are made by the user “mreynolds.”

Figure 14: Audit History
•

If an account is removed, it does not inconvenience many users. For example, if a user should no longer
have access to a station, deleting their individual account is simple. If it is a shared account, the only options
are to change the password and notify all users, or to delete the account and notify all users. Leaving the
account as-is is not an option – the goal is to revoke the user’s access.

•

If each user has their own account, it is much easier to tailor permissions to precisely meet their needs. A
shared account could result in users having more permissions than they should.

•

A shared account means a shared password. It is an extremely bad security practice to share passwords. It
makes it much more likely for the password to be leaked and makes it more difficult to implement certain
password best practices, such as password expiration.

Each different user should have a unique individual account. Similarly, users should never use accounts intended for station-to-station connections. Station-to-station connections should have their own accounts.

31-00207-02
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Use Unique Service Type Accounts for Each Project
It is a common (bad) practice that some system integrators often use the exact same system (station to station)
credentials on every project they install. If one system is compromised, the attacker could potentially have credentials for access to many other projects installed by the same contractor.

Disable Known Accounts When Possible
In Niagara 4, it is possible to disable the default admin account. The admin account is a known account name
in a Niagara 4 system. If the admin or any other known account name is enabled a potential hacker need only
guess the user’s password. Note that you will not be able to disable the admin user account until you have
created another super user account.

Set Up Temporary Accounts to Expire Automatically
In some cases, you may need to set up an account for a user who only temporarily needs access. For example,
an auditor may need an account to inspect the system. In these situations, a new account should be created
and set up to expire automatically when it is no longer needed, using the “Expiration” property. This ensures
that no accounts are accidentally left enabled.

To set up temporary account
1. Navigate to the Station > Config > Service > UserService and create a new user.
2. In the user creation pop up dialog, set the “Expiration” property to the date the user will no longer require access.

Figure 15: Setting UP Expiration Property
Alternatively, if the user is already have account, follow the below steps to change permanent account into
temporary account.

To change permanent account into temporary account
1. Navigate to the Station > Config > Service > UserService.
2. Click Edit, the “Expiration” property to be the date the user will no longer require access.

21
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Figure 16: Setting UP Expiration Property

Change System Type Account Credentials
It may be necessary to periodically change the system type account credentials (station to station, station to
rdbms, and so on). For example, if an employee who is knowledgeable of the system type credentials is terminated, you may want to change those credentials. Also, in most cases, it is better to configure a system type
account with non-expiring passwords, so that those passwords expiring silently do not affect system operation.

Disallow Concurrent Sessions When Appropriate
In Niagara 4, users can, by default, log in from multiple clients at the same time. For example, a user could be
logged from two different workstations, or from two different browsers on the same workstation. However, certain accounts may be more sensitive and may require extra protection. If you know that a user will only ever be
logged in from one client at a time, you can disable the ability to run concurrent sessions. If a user is logged in,
and the same user logs in from a different workstation, the original session will be disconnected with a message
informing the user why. This has several advantages:
•

It helps prevent sessions being left open unattended. If a user goes home and forgets to end their session
at the office, it will automatically be terminated if they log in from home.

•

It notifies the user of suspicious activity. If a user's session is disconnected unexpectedly, this can indicate
that an unauthorized person has accessed their account. The user can quickly change their password or
alert the system administrator to disable their account.

To disallow concurrent sessions, follow the steps below:
1. In the UserManager view, double-click on the user for which you want to disallow concurrent sessions.
2. In the popup dialog, set the "Allow Concurrent Sessions" property to false.

31-00207-02
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Figure 17: Allow concurrent Sessions Option under UserManager View
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ROLE AND PERMISSION MANAGEMENT
In Niagara 4, user permissions are managed by roles and the RoleService. Permissions are assigned to roles,
and roles can be assigned to one or more users. It is important to manage roles and permissions properly.
Failure to do so can result in users having more permissions than they need, which can result in accidental or
malicious security breaches.
Some steps to help properly manage roles and permissions are listed below:
•

Configure Roles with Minimum Required Permissions

•

Assign Minimum Required Roles to Users

•

Use the Minimum Possible Number of Super Users

•

Require Super User Permissions for Program Objects

•

Use the Minimum Required Permissions for External Accounts

Configure Roles with Minimum Required Permissions
When creating a new role, think about what the users who will be assigned that role needs to do in the station,
and then assign the minimum permissions required to do that job. For example, a user who only needs to
acknowledge alarms does not need access to the UserService or the WebService. Giving non-required permissions increases the chance of a security breach. The user might inadvertently (or purposefully) change settings
that they should not change. Worse, if the account is hacked, more permissions give the attacker more power.

Create New Categories
In the Category Service, you should create categories as needed to ensure that users have access only to what
they absolutely need.
For more information on setting categories and permissions, refer to the “Authorization Management” section
and various subsections in the Station Security Guide.

Assign Minimum Required Roles to Users
Users can be assigned one or more roles. This allows you to create roles corresponding to discrete tasks (for
example AlarmManager or LightTechnician). Users should only be assigned the roles that they need to complete their required tasks. As does assigning too many permissions to a role, assigning too many roles to a user
increases the chance of a security breach.

Use Minimum Possible Number of Super Users
Only assign a Super User role when necessary. A Super User is an extremely powerful account – it allows complete access to everything. A compromised Super User account can be disastrous. Only the system administrator should have access of a Super User account.
It is a good practice for system administrators to have two accounts. One account for normal use, and the other
for use in emergency situations.
Although it can be very tempting to take the easy route and create a single Super User role and assign it to each
user, doing so puts your system at risk. Instead, create a set of roles that allow you to easily assign the permissions your users require.
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Require Super User Permissions for Program Objects
Program Objects are special components in a Niagara 4 station that have certain special permissions granted
to them (the ability to run external executables).
While Program Objects are restricted to Super Users by default, it is possible to lift this restriction by editing
the <niagara_home>\lib\system.properties file. To ensure that the restriction is in place, verify that the line “niagara.program.requireSuperUser=false” is commented out (using the # character) as shown below:

Figure 18: Content of system.properties File
Note:
Although only Super Users should be allowed to edit Program Objects, it can be acceptable for other users
to invoke the Program Object’s “Execute” action.

Use Minimum Required Permissions for External Accounts
Some stations use accounts for external servers – for example, an RdbmsNetwork with a SqlServerDatabase
must specify a username and password for the SQL server. This account is used when connecting to the server
to read from or write to the database.
Note:
References in this section are to permissions on the external server, and not permissions on the Niagara 4
station.
These and any other external accounts should always have the minimum permissions needed for the required
functionality. That way, if the station is compromised or an exploit is discovered, the external server is better
protected: an attacker gaining control of an SQL administrator user could wreak havoc, reading confidential
information or deleting important data; on the other hand, an attacker gaining control of a restricted user has
much less power.
When configuring a Niagara 4 station, be sure to understand exactly what tasks the external account needs to
be able to perform and create a user with the minimum rights and permissions required to perform those tasks.
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AUTHENTICATION
Niagara 4 stations have a pluggable authentication system that can support many different authentication
schemes at once. These schemes determine how a client talks to the station and how the user’s credentials are
transmitted to the station for proof of identity. Be sure to use the strongest authentication policies to increase
protection for user credentials, keeping those accounts safer from attacks.
The following steps help secure the authentication system.
•

Use an Authentication Scheme Appropriate for the Account Type

•

Remove Unnecessary Authentication Schemes

Use Authentication Scheme Appropriate for Account Type
In Niagara 4, the type of authentication used is determined by the user account. Sensitive accounts should use
stronger authentication types. Accounts for simple devices that can't do anything else can use less robust authentication schemes but should have roles with as few permissions as possible.

To add Authentication schemes to the station via the Authentication Service
1. Navigate to the Station > Config > Service > AuthenticationService folder and navigate to the "AuthenticationSchemes" folder.
2. Open the palette for the module which contains your authentication scheme. Niagara 4 comes with
authentication schemes built in the 'baja' and 'ldap' modules.

Figure 19: Palette View baja Module
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3. Drag the authentication scheme you want your station to support to the "AuthenticationSchemes"
folder and configure it as appropriate.

Figure 20: AuthenticationService View
Note:
You can have multiple instances of the same authentication scheme type, configured differently. For
example, you could have multiple DigestAuthenticationSchemes configured with different password
strength requirements. Or, you could have different LdapAuthenticationSchemes pointing to different LDAP servers.
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To configure user account to use specific authentication scheme
1. Select the user you want to configure in the UserService view.
2. Choose the authentication scheme you want to associate with that user from the "Authentication
Scheme Name" property.

`Figure 21: Properties inside UserService UserManager view
Note:
Certain authentication schemes (for example, LdapAuthenticationScheme) support the notion of remote users.
For these authentication schemes, it is not required to create the user ahead of time. When an unknown user
attempts to log in, the scheme will automatically be attempted, and the user will be created and configured on a
successful login.
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Remove Unnecessary Authentication Schemes
A Niagara 4 station should only support the authentication schemes that it needs. Every new authentication
scheme installed increases the station's attack surface: it provides a new point of entry for an attacker to attempt to exploit.
For example, every Niagara 4 station comes with the Digest and AXDigest authentication schemes installed by
default. The AXDigestScheme allows Niagara AX stations to connect to a Niagara 4 station. If your station will
not have NiagaraAX stations connecting to it, you should remove the AXDigestScheme from the AuthenticationService.
To delete a scheme, simply delete it from the AuthenticationSchemes folder.
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TLS AND CERTIFICATE MANAGEMENT
Note:
In late 2014, the POODLE vulnerability was discovered in SSLv3. Thus, SSLv3 support was removed from
Niagara 4.
Transport Layer Security (TLS) provides communication security over a network by encrypting the communication at a lower level than the actual data being communicated. This allows secure transmission of unencrypted data (for example, the username and password in LDAP authentication) over an encrypted connection.
TLS as a protocol replaces its predecessor, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL); however, because TLS originally
evolved from the SSL standard, the terms “TLS” and “SSL” are often used interchangeably. Although many people still refer to TLS as “SSL”, it is important to know that the latest version of SSL as a protocol (SSLv3) is not
considered secure, and it is important to use the latest version of TLS available.
Using TLS protects data from anyone who might be eavesdropping and watching network traffic. It also provides proof of identity, so that an attacker cannot impersonate the server to acquire sensitive data. When possible, always use TLS.
Niagara 4 provides several opportunities for using TLS. You should use these options whenever they are feasible. Niagara 4 TLS options are listed below:
•

Enable Platform TLS Only

•

Enable Fox TLS Only

•

Enable Web TLS Only

•

Enable TLS on Other Services

•

Set Up Certificates

Enable Platform TLS Only
In Niagara 4, TLS can be enabled for platform connections.

To enable platform TLS
1. Open a platform connection.
2. Navigate to the Platform Administration view and select Change TLS Settings.
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Figure 22: Change TLS Settings Option in Platform Administration
3. A “Platform TLS Settings” dialog opens. Select “TLS Only” from the “State” drop down menu.

Figure 23: Platform TLS Settings Window
4. Adjust the other necessary fields.
•

Port. The default port (5011) is generally acceptable but may need to be changed due to IT constraints.

•

Certificate. This allows you to select the certificate you want to use for TLS. Note: the default selfsigned tridium certificate only provides encryption and does not provide for server identity verification.

•

Refer to the Station Security Guide for more details on certificates.
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•

Protocol. This specifies which protocols are allowed. You can choose to use TLSv1.0 or higher,
TLSv1.1 and higher, or TLSv1.2 only. IT or contractual constraints may require you to pick a particular setting.

5. Click Save. Close the platform connection.
Note:
If “State” is set to “Enabled” rather than “TLS Only,” regular platform connections (not over TLS) are still permitted. Unless absolutely required, this should not be allowed. It places the burden of remembering to use
TLS on the user initiating the connection – this can easily be forgotten, compromising security.
With TLS enabled for platform connections, a platform connection over TLS can be opened, as described below:
1. Open the “Open Platform” dialog box.
2. Under the “Session” section, change the “Type” field to “Platform TLS Connection.” Note that the dialog
is updated.

Figure 24: Connect Window to Open Platform
3. Enter the IP, port and credentials for the platform and click OK.

Enable Fox TLS Only
In Niagara 4, TLS can be enabled for Fox connections, as outlined below.
1. Open a station connection.
2. Open Config > Services > FoxService property sheet.
3. Set “Foxs Enabled” to “true.”
4. Set “Foxs only” to “true.”
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Figure 25: Property Sheet of FoxService
5. Adjust the other Foxs settings as necessary.
•

Foxs Port. The default port (4911) is generally acceptable but may need to be changed due to IT
constraints.

•

TLS Min Protocol. This determines what the minimum acceptable TLS version to use is.

•

Foxs Cert. This allows you to select the certificate you want to use for TLS. See the Station Security
Guide for more details on certificates.

6. Save the settings and close the station connection.
Note:
If “Foxs only” is not set to true, regular fox connections (not over TLS) are permitted. Unless absolutely
required, this configuration should not be allowed, because it places the burden of remembering to use
TLS on the user initiating the connection. This can easily be forgotten, compromising security. Leaving
the “Fox Enabled” property set to true with “Foxs Only” also set to true provides a redirect to the Foxs
port if a client attempts to make an unsecure Fox connection.
Now that TLS is enabled, a Foxs (Fox over TLS) connection can be opened, as described below:
1. Open the “Open Station” dialog box.
2. Under the “Session” section, change the “Type” field to “Station TLS Connection.” Note that the dialog
box is updated.

Figure 26: Connect Window to Open Station
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3. Enter the IP, port and credentials for the station and click OK.
Note:
A fox connection over TLS has a tiny lock on the fox icon (

).

Enable Web TLS Only
The steps to follow to enable TLS over HTTP are outlined below:
1. Open a station connection.
2. Open Config > Services > WebService property sheet.
3. Set the “Https Enabled” property to “true.”
4. Set the “Https Only” property to “true.”

Figure 27: Property Sheet of WebService
5. Adjust the other Https settings as necessary.
•

https port. The default port (443) is generally acceptable, but may need to be changed due to IT
constraints.

•

TLS Min Protocol. This determines what the minimum acceptable TLS version to use is.

•

Https Cert. This property allows you to select the certificate you want to use for TLS. Note that the
default self-signed “tridium” only provides encryption and does not provide server identity verification. See the Station Security Guide for more details on certificates.

6. Save the settings.
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Note:
That if “Https only” is not set to true, regular http connections (not over TLS) will still be permitted. Unless absolutely required, this should not be allowed, because it places the burden of remembering to use TLS on the user
initiating the connection – this can easily be forgotten, compromising security.
Now that TLS is enabled, an HTTPS connection can be opened. Here’s how:
1. Open a browser.
2. Navigate to the station’s login page. If the server’s certificate was signed by a valid CA then you probably
will not see a prompt.
3. If prompted, you need to make your decision on whether to accept the Certificate based on an understanding of the circumstances. See the Station Security Guide for more details. Note that you now have
an https connection.

Figure 28: https Connection

Enable TLS on Other Services
There are number of services in Niagara 4 that communicate with an outside server. For example, the
EmailService OutgoingAccount and IncomingAccount both contact an email server. This connection is not the
same as the fox or http connection used by the client to talk to the station, and TLS is handled separately for
these types of connections. When setting up a new service on a station, check to see if it includes a TLS option.
If TLS is an option, make sure that it is enabled. If needed, contact the IT department and make sure that the
server the station needs to talk to supports TLS.
See the Station Security Guide and User Guide for details about setting up email with TLS features.

Set Up Certificates
Niagara 4 includes tools to help with certificate management. Certificates are required for TLS, and should be
set up properly.
Note:

Default certificates are self-signed and can only be used for encryption, not for server identity verification.
There are many things to consider when setting up certificates, and a full discussion is beyond the scope of
this document. See the Station Security Guide for more information about correctly setting up certificates for a
Niagara 4 system.
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MODULE INSTALLATION
When installing modules in Niagara 4, there are extra steps that you can take to make sure that the modules
you are installing will not negatively impact the security of your Niagara 4 system.

Verify Module Permissions
Niagara 4 introduced the Java Security Manager, which places restrictions on who can run which code. Many
modules do not have the permissions to run code that handles sensitive data or accesses files. This helps protect Niagara 4 systems from inadvertent or malicious tampering.
Starting in Niagara 4 version 4.2, modules can request additional permissions to the baseline granted to all
modules. These permissions allow modules to perform certain specific tasks such as authenticating users via
an authentication scheme, opening sockets, or reading system properties.
When installing new modules, care should be taken to inspect what permissions these modules are requesting
and make sure that they match up with the functionality the module claims. For example, a module claiming
to add a new UI scheme should probably not be opening a socket to www.super-suspicious-URL.com.

To verify permissions granted for the module
1. Navigate to the station or Workbench’s spy page.
Note:
Modules request permissions for Workbench and stations separately so both should be verified.
2. Navigate to securityInfo > Policy Information. The example below shows how the “ipcBaseDriver-rt” module
might request AUTHENTICATION and NETWORK_COMMUNICATION permissions to perform its Single
Sign On functionality.

Figure 29: Policy Information
3. Verify that the permissions granted to the module match up with its intended functionality. In particular,
validate that the “Purpose” field indicates a legitimate need for the permissions.
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ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Digital Signature
IMPORTANT:
The Honeywell IPC software tool is signed. You can verify the signature using any OpenSSL tool. Following are
the prerequisites and steps to verify the digital signature using OpenSSL community distribution.

To locate digital signature
1. Download the Honeywell public key “Honeywell_IP_Controller.crt” from The Honeywell Buildings Forum.
2. Download the batch file “VerifyIPCToolsSignature_OpenSSL.bat” from The Honeywell Buildings Forum.
This file has the commands to verify the module signature using the public key specified in Step 1
3. Download OPENSSL from the link - https://www.openssl.org/source/openssl-1.0.2o.tar.gz.
4. Extract the file using any ZIP utility to get the folder-openssl-1.0.2o.
5. In the extracted folder find the file “openssl.cnf”.
6. Set Windows environment variable OPENSSL_CONF=<Path to openssl.cnf>,
OPENSSL_CONF=C:\openssl-1.0.2o\apps\openssl.cnf

for

example

To verify the signature
1. Place the files Honeywell_IP_Controller.crt and VerifyIPCToolsSignature_OpenSSL.bat, Honeywell
IPC software tool distribution/modules and signature file together at the same location. For example,
following files are in one place.
•

Honeywell_IP_Controller.crt

•

VerifyIPCToolsSignature_OpenSSL.bat

•

honeywellFunctionBlocks-rt.jar

•

honeywellFunctionBlocks-rt.jar.sig

2. Open the command prompt and navigate to the location where you saved the above files.
3. Execute the batch file VerifyWEBsToolsSignature.bat against a module for verifying its signature,
For example – C:\Development\38840-F1-IP-Products\Rlease&Demo\F1_SoftwareTool\Releases\CIPer_Signature_Verification_Process>VerifyIPCToolsSignature_OpenSSL.bat honeywellFunctionBlocks-rt.jar.
4. OpenSSL verifies the module’s signature and printout the below verification details:

Figure 30: Verification Details
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Caution: You must trust the module authenticity only when you get the confirmation “Verified OK”.
If the Niagara module is compromised, you get the following log, where verification has failed:

Figure 31: Verification Details
In addition to the settings discussed in previous sections, there are a few general recommendations and settings to configure and to secure a Niagara 4 system. These don’t fall under a specific category like TLS or passwords but are important to security.
•

Require Signed Program Objects/Robots

•

Disable SSH and SFTP

•

Disable Unnecessary Services

•

Configure Necessary Services Securely

•

Update Niagara 4 to the Latest Release

•

Address needs for dual approval

•

Provide proper management of audit logs

•

Provide mechanism for generating an alarm for audit processing failure

•

Allow only authorized management of Niagara Installation

Require Signed Program Objects and Robots
Starting in Niagara 4.2, various components such as program objects and robots can be signed by a code signing certificate. A signed program object or robot will run only if the certificate that it was signed with is present
in the Certificate Management's trust stores. Unsigned objects can always run. By default, signing is not required, but you can require program objects and robots to be signed by adding the "program.requireSigning=true" system property to your system.properties file.
Note:
In future Niagara 4 releases, program object and robot signing may be required.
Requiring signed program objects ensures that only program objects and robots from trusted sources are allowed to run and reduces the risk of malicious code being run on your Niagara 4 system.
Disable SSH and SFTP
SFTP (Secure File Transfer Protocol) and SSH (Secure Shell) access to a CIPer Model 30 programming model
are disabled by default and should remain disabled unless necessary for troubleshooting or as directed by
Tridium technical support. This helps prevent unauthorized access to the CIPer Model 30 programming model.
Enabling SFTP or SSH on a CIPer Model 30 programming model poses a very significant security risk.

To ensure that SFTP and SSH are disabled on a CIPer Model 30 programming model
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1. Open a platform connection to the CIPer Model 30 controller.
2. In the Platform Administration view, click Advanced Options.

Figure 32: Platform Administration Properties
3. When the “Advanced Platform Options” dialog box opens, make sure that the “SFTP/SSH Enabled” box
is not selected.

Figure 33: Advanced Platform Options Window

Disable Unnecessary Services
When setting up a Niagara 4 station, either after creating a new station or copying an existing one, many services may already be installed and enabled in the Services folder. However, not every station has the same requirements. Services that are not required for what the station needs to do should be removed or disabled. This
helps improve security by providing fewer openings for a potential attacker to exploit.
For example, if the station is not intended to be accessed via the web, then you should disable the WebService.
This will prevent potential attackers from using the web to attempt to penetrate the station. The same consideration should be given to the other services.
To disable a service, either remove it from the station by deleting it, or go to the service’s property sheet and
look for an “Enabled” property. If one exists, set it to false, as shown below for WebService.

Figure 34: Property Sheet of WebService
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Figuring out what services are required means planning ahead of time how the station is intended to be used.
Remember, a service can always be added or enabled, so it is best to start with only the services known to be
required, and add services later as necessary.

Configure Necessary Services Securely
If a service is required, care should be taken to configure that service securely. Different services have different
settings affecting security, and the relevant documentation should be consulted when configuring a new service.
For example, when configuring the WebService, in addition to configuring TLS, the following settings should
be on considered:
•

The ‘X Frame Options’ property, set to ‘SameOrigin’ by default for backwards compatibility, should be set to
‘Deny’ when possible to protect against Cross Frame Scripting (XFS) attacks.

•

‘Show Stack Traces’ should be set to ‘false’ unless specifically debugging an issue, as a stack trace could
reveal information that an attacker could use.

•

The 'Require Https for Passwords' property should be set to ‘true’. This enforces a TLS connection to perform operations such as updating a password.

Update Niagara 4 to Latest Release
Niagara 4 updates often include several important fixes, including security fixes. Niagara 4 systems should
always be updated as soon as possible to ensure the best available protection. This is very important. Older
releases may have known vulnerabilities – these are fixed as soon as possible, but if a system is not updated, it
does not get the fixes.

Address Needs for Dual Approval
The Niagara Framework does not currently provide a mechanism for dual approval. However, the Niagara
Framework API can be employed to implement this type of functionality.

Provide Proper Management of Audit Logs
The Niagara Framework does not currently provide a mechanism for generating alarms when an audit log
reaches capacity. However, the Niagara Framework API can be employed to generate an alarm or other type of
warning.
Best practices recommend proper maintenance of audit logs (backups and logs pushed to supervisors, etc.)

Provide Mechanism for Generating Alarm for Audit Processing Failure
The Niagara Framework does not currently provide a mechanism for generating alarms when an audit processing failure occurs. However, the Niagara Framework API can be employed to generate an alarm or other
type of warning, if desired.

Allow Only Authorized Management of Niagara Installation
The installation of the Niagara Framework should be done in a controlled and managed environment. Unauthorized modification could result in unexpected behavior of Niagara.
Best practices recommend only authorized users be given permission to manage or modify a Niagara installation.
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•

For BACnet MS/TP, Honeywell Sylk bus, and Panel-bus communication, the default status is being disabled at the time of shipping out of factory to make sure the best security, because those legacy communication buses use legacy technology for the best compatibility and it was designed with weak security protection. So, to maximize the protection of your system, Honeywell has proactively disabled the Sylk and
Panel-bus communication ports. If you want to enable these ports, you need to be aware of the risk of any
security breaches brought by the use of legacy technology.

•

The DDC control logic and control system may experience a degrade of service under an DoS attack event.
After the attack eliminates, the control and communication experience shall be recovered.

•

You need to identify the network topology at the field site and decide the segmentation of “critical” network
and “non-critical” network in case of functionality failure. The control network shall be logically and physically isolated between the “critical” and “non-critical” networks. Any communication across the network
segmentation boundary shall be monitored and in case of security or safety failure, the critical network
shall be able to run without the connection to the non-critical network

•

You are responsible for providing the capability to prevent any communication through the system boundary when there is an operational failure of the boundary protection mechanisms (also termed as fail close).
This 'fail close' functionality shall be designed such that it does not interfere with the operation of a SIS or
other safety-related functions.
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EXTERNAL FACTORS
In addition to station and platform settings, there are some external factors to consider when securing a Niagara 4 system.
•

Install CIPer Model 30 Programming Model in a Secure Location

•

Make Sure that Stations Are Behind a VPN

Install CIPer Model 30 Programming Model in Secure Location
Restricting physical access to CIPer Model 30 controllers is essential to security. If an attacker can physically
connect to the CIPer Model 30 using a cable, they can gain complete control of the system. This could potentially be disastrous. Keep CIPer Model 30 secure in a locked room with restricted access.

Make Sure That Stations Are Behind VPN
A station exposed to the Internet is a station at risk. Anyone who discovers the station’s IP address can attempt
an attack, either to gain access to the system or to bring the system down. Even stations that have been configured to use TLS only are at risk for a denial-of-service attack. Keeping stations behind a properly configured
VPN ensures that they are not exposed, reducing the system’s attack surface. For more information, see “Using
a VPN with Niagara Systems” available from the Niagara Framework Software Security Resource Center on Niagara Community.
Do not assume that because you have not shared the station’s IP address with anyone that it cannot be discovered – that is not the case. There are tools that already exist to discover exposed Niagara 4 systems without
knowing the IP addresses beforehand.
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APPENDIX A: CREATING STRONG PASSWORDS THAT ARE ACTUALLY STRONG
Most Niagara 4 systems which use passwords enforce some password strength, which may or may not be customizable. However, password strength requirements alone are not sufficient to ensure that a password is truly
strong. A good example is “Password10”: it satisfies all the password strength requirements but is actually a
weak password that is easy to crack. Dictionary words followed by a few numbers are an extremely common
password pattern and will be quickly guessed by an attacker.
When creating passwords, the following guidelines can help generate stronger passwords:
•

A random string of characters, including digits and uppercase, lowercase and special characters, (e.g.
s13pj96t!cD) is typically a strong password. However, these can be hard to remember.

•

A long, nonsensical sentence (e.g. “I happily tarnished under 21 waterlogged potatoes, which meet up on
Sundays”) can be used as is. For systems that restrict password length, it can be contracted to include only
the first character of each word (e.g. “Ihtu21wp,wmuoS”). These are difficult for attackers to guess but are
typically easy (albeit silly) for users to remember.
Note:
when picking a sentence as a passphrase, it is best to avoid well-known phrases and sentences, as these may
be included in dictionary attacks (e.g. “Luke, I am your father”).

•

A string of random words (e.g. “coffee Strange@ Halberd 11 tortoise!”) provides a much longer password
that a single word or a random string of characters. However, password crackers are becoming more aware
of this technique, and inserting few random numbers and symbols in there can help. Remember, a good
password is easy for a user to remember, but difficult for an attacker to guess.
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APPENDIX B: BLACKLIST SENSITIVE FILES and FOLDERS
In Niagara, a blacklist feature is available. Many of the files listed in the blacklist are blocked by the Security
Manager in Niagara 4. However, there may be cases where it is useful to blacklist additional files and/or folders.
When you implement this feature, files and folders on the blacklist are not accessible remotely through the
station. This helps to protect sensitive files from being tampered with. For example, if an attacker can get into
the station using a web connection, access to any file in the blacklist is still denied.
Some folders are always blacklisted, such as the following: /backups, /bin, /daemon, /files, /jre, /modules, /registry, /security, /users and /workbench.
Refer to the “system.properties notes” section in the Platform Guide for more details about the location of the
system.properties file, blacklisting and more notes and cautions about editing the file.
Additional files may be blacklisted by editing the system.properties file, as described below.

To edit the system.properties blacklist
1. Open the system.properties file.
2. Uncomment the “niagara.remoteBlacklist.fileNamePatterns” line and add any file patterns that should
be blacklisted (for example, *.bog).

Figure 35: Content of system.properties File
3. Uncomment the “niagara.remoteBlacklist.filePaths” line and add any folders that should be blacklisted
(for example, !lib).

Figure 36: Content of system.properties File
4. The station must be restarted before changes to system.properties become effective.
The added file patterns or folders depend on the particular Niagara installation. Consider what needs to be
protected and does not absolutely need to be accessed remotely.
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APPENDIX C: HARDENING CHECKLIST
This section presents the information in the Niagara 4 Hardening Guide in a convenient checklist. The list can
be used to verify that all the described steps to secure your Niagara 4 system have been followed.
The checklist is included for convenience. However, it is important to remember that the goal is not to check
boxes on a list. You need to have a good understanding of the security reasoning behind each of the boxes.
Moreover, security is an ongoing process. You should always be on the lookout for areas in which you can improve security, whether they are on the list or not.
❑ Passwords
•

Use the Password Strength Feature

•

Enable the Account Lockout Feature

•

Expire Passwords

•

Use the Password History

•

Use the Password Reset Feature

•

Leave the “Remember These Credentials” Box Unchecked

❑ System Passphrase
•

Change the Default System Passphrase

•

Use TLS To Set the System Passphrase

•

Choose a Strong System Passphrase

•

Protect the System Passphrase

•

Ensure Platform Owner Knows the System Passphrase

❑ Platform Account Management
•

Use a Different Account for Each Platform User

•

Use Unique Account Names for Each Project

•

Ensure Platform Owner Knows the Platform Credentials

❑ Station Account Management
•

Use a Different Account for Each Station User

•

Use Unique Service Type Accounts for Each Project

•

Disable Known Accounts When Possible

•

Set Up Temporary Accounts to Expire Automatically

•

Change System Type Account Credentials

•

Disallow Concurrent Sessions When Appropriate

❑ Role & Permission Management
•

Configure Roles with Minimum Required Permissions

•

Assign Minimum Required Roles to Users

•

Use the Minimum Possible Number of Super Users
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•

Require Super User Permissions for Program Objects

•

Use the Minimum Required Permissions for External Accounts

❑ Authentication
•

Use an Authentication Scheme Appropriate for the Account Type

•

Remove Unnecessary Authentication Schemes

❑ TLS & Certificate Management
•

Enable Platform TLS Only

•

Enable Fox TLS Only

•

Enable Web TLS Only

•

Enable TLS on Other Services

•

Set Up Certificates

❑ Module Installation
•

Verify Module Permissions

❑ Additional Settings
•

Require Signed Program Objects and Robots

•

Disable SSH and SFTP

•

Disable Unnecessary Services

•

Configure Necessary Services Securely

•

Update Niagara 4 to the Latest Release

❑ External Factors
•

Install CIPer Model 30 Programming Model 30 in a Secure Location

•

Make Sure that Stations Are Behind a VPN
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APPENDIX D: KNOWN RISKS and LIMITATIONS
•

For BACnet, Sylk bus, Modbus, M-Bus, Panel-bus and all RS-485 buses communication, the default status
is disabled at the time of factory shipment to ensure the best possible security. The legacy communication
buses include comprehensive product compatibility but are not designed with the most robust security
protections. To maximize the protection of user’s system, Honeywell has proactively disabled the BACnet,
Sylk, and Panel RS-485 bus communication ports. If the users decide to enable those communication
ports, they should assume any security risk associated with using the legacy technology and should consider providing physical protection for cabling runs and connectors for those buses.
By default, legacy protocols are disabled on the packet filter settings. If you need to use the legacy ports,
they can be enabled under Network Firewall port configuration settings.

•

For Ethernet RJ45 ports, end-user is responsible to review the network topology and the access management. Regularly examine the Ethernet cables connected to the controller and make sure that only authorized devices are connected to Honeywell CIPer 30 devices. Un-used RJ45 ports are recommended to be
disabled by Port Management features.
IMPORTANT
Best Security Practice
•

End-user is always recommended to enable the MAC address filtering so that only authorized devices (with known MAC addresses specified in the station settings in IPCNetwork)
are allowed to connect to Honeywell CIPer 30 devices and prevent un-authorized access to
this controller.

•

Always provide physical protection to the cabling runs and connectors for those buses.

•

The Sequential Control Engine control logic and control system may experience a degradation of service
under a Denial of Service (DoS) attack event. After the attack stops, the control and communication performance shall be restored.

•

User must identify the network topology at customer field site and decide the segmentation of critical and
non-critical network in case of functionality failure. The control network shall be logically and physically
isolated between the critical and non-critical networks. Any communication across the network segmentation boundary shall be monitored. In case of security or safety failure, the critical network shall be able to
run without the connection to the non-critical network.

•

User is responsible to provide the capability to prevent any communication through the system boundary
when there is an operational failure of the boundary protection mechanisms, also known as “fail close”. This
“fail close” functionality shall be designed such that it does not interfere with the operation of a SIS or other
safety related functions.

•

In the UserService folder under Station >Config > Services in the Nav tree, the Default Web Profile must be
Default Wb Web Profile. This is useful when you need to access and control the device remotely. The default
value for Default Web Profile is HTML5 Hx Profile, which is not supported.
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Figure 37: Web Profile Details
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